**Camera Cube Small**

**Instructions**

**More info**

pkdsn.com/cameracube

---

**Features**

**Know your Cube**

- PRO TIPS!
  - Removable padding and hook-away cover:
    - Removable padding in the cover flap reduces bulk when stored open for quick access (perfect when cubes are packed in your bag).
  - Carry your Cube:
    - Hidden attachment points for Peak Design Anchors & Straps (sold separately).

**Floating Pocket**

- Floating Pockets provide stretchy storage for filters, batteries, chargers.
- Shelf FlexFold™ divider allows for additional organization and carry options.

**Example Load-outs**

**Small**

- Mirrorless camera + 100-400mm lens
- Full-frame DSLR + 2 lenses
- Mirrorless camera + 3 lenses
- Drone + extra batteries + accessories
- Full-frame DSLR + 3 lenses

---

**Organization**

**FlexFold™ Dividers**

- Organize and protect your gear with our origami-inspired dividers.
- Specialized dividers (included with all sizes except Extra Small):
  - Shelf FlexFold™ dividers allow for additional organization and carry options.

**Peak Design Bags + Cubes**

Peak Design Camera Cubes are designed to fit perfectly in Peak Design bags made for travel and adventure.

**Ecosystem**

- This Small Camera Cube takes up 1 unit of space.
- Uses 6L Peak Design Everyday Bags (sold separately).

---

**More details about the Camera Cube Small**

**More info + videos**

pkdsn.com/pack

---

**Cover**

**Camera Cube Small**

- Camera organizer
- sac d’insertion de caméra
- Χϝϥૠೖόοά
- camera carry
- C-Clips
- Mount camera cubes to compatible peak design bags for seamless integration.

---

**Peek Design Bags + Ecosystem**

- For more information about packing tools and compatibility, pkdsn.com/pack

---

**Known metrics**

- **Volume**: 6L
- **External dimensions**: 15x31x15 cm
- **Internal dimensions**: 13x29x13.5 cm
- **Weight**: 220 g (7.8 oz)

---

**More info + videos**

pkdsn.com/cameracube

---

**Peak Design**

- Designed in San Francisco
- 100% recycled nylon canvas shell
- 100% reusable nylon canvas waste
- Manufactured in the USA

---

**Patent and TM owned by Peak Design**

- Patents: 9,738,461 & 9,771,107

---

**BCC-2B00N**

- 08375131446911

---

**Dimensions**

- **Max. laptop**: 29 cm (11.4 in)
- **Volume**: 6L
- **External dimensions**: 15x31x15 cm
- **Internal dimensions**: 13x29x13.5 cm
- **Weight**: 220 g (7.8 oz)